Abstract: Correlated motion analysis provides a method for understanding communication between and dynamic similarities of biopolymer residues and domains. The typical equal-time correlation matrices-frequently visualized with pseudo-colorings or heat maps-quickly convey large regions of highly correlated motion but hide more subtle similarities of motion. Here we propose a complementary method for visualizing correlations within proteins (or general biopolymers) that quickly conveys intuition about which residues have a similar dynamic behavior. For grouping residues, we use the recently developed non-parametric clustering algorithm HDBSCAN. Although the method we propose here can be used to group residues using correlation as a similarity matrix-the most straightforward and intuitive method-it can also be used to more generally determine groups of residues which have similar dynamic properties. We term these latter groups" Dynamic Domains", as they are based not on spatial closeness but rather closeness in the column space of a correlation matrix. We provide examples of this method across three human proteins of varying size and function-the Nf-Kappa-Beta essential modulator, the clotting promoter Thrombin and the mismatch repair protein (dimer) complex MutS-alpha. Although the examples presented here are from all-atom molecular dynamics simulations, this visualization technique can also be used on correlations matrices built from any ensembles of conformations from experiment or computation.
Introduction

Background
Examining the collective motions of proteins via pair-wise atomic correlation coefficients is a longstanding topic of interest, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] particularly with respect to molecular dynamics (MDs) trajectories. Such calculations aid in identifying of regions and residues of interest, allosteric pathways, 12, 13 and uncovering non-local yet connected regions. 12, [14] [15] [16] These correlated motions are thought to be responsible for biological processes such as transitions between functional states, 17, 18 allostery, [19] [20] [21] initiating binding, events and storying energy for catalysis. 22 When examining correlated motion, the typical matrices of equal-time (aka Pearson) correlation coefficients for atom or residue pairs (panel a of all figures herein) tend to be too large for direct analysis by a human beyond noticing large regions of strong correlation or anti-correlation. 10 To simplify the information in these matrices that easily exceed 10,000 entries (more than 100 residues), we suggest a method for visualizing the results correlation calculations directly on protein structures (panels b-d in all figures herein). This visualization technique utilizes the recently developed clustering algorithm HDBSCAN, 23, 24 which has been previously demonstrated particularly effective for MDs trajectories. 25 HDBSCAN searches the space of a given input data set for regions of high density separated by regions of low density, using a cluster stability metric and" mutual reachability distance" 23, 24 to determine the meaning of" high density" for a given data set. Our proposed visualization method stands apart from existing correlation visualization techniques in that it does not require a user-selected cut off for determining significant correlations [26] [27] [28] nor does it require an a priori selection target residues of interest. 29 In fact, the original authors of HDBSCAN discuss a sensible default parameter for minimum cluster size (the only parameter a user need set for HDBSCAN) for use in situations of maximal ignorance (e.g. initial exploration of a data set). 23, 24 Beyond minimum cluster size, HDBSCAN requires no further setting of arbitrary or biasing parameters by the user. For a discussion of how the minimum cluster size was set in the present study, see the "Materials and Methods" section below. Although the examples we present here are from all-atom MD simulations, this same method could be applied to correlation matrices generated from ensembles of experimentally generated structures in, for example, the RCSB protein database, see for example30 and citations therein.
Clustering Processes
For the purpose of selecting similar groups of residues based on a matrix of correlation coefficients, we vary the way in which the matrix is used in the clustering process, resulting in three distinct visualizations, each of which indicates collective motions of the protein under analysis. The first method for visualizing correlation (panel b in all figures) is the most straightforward. Here we use a matrix A of absolute values of correlation correlation as a similarity matrix. Let C represent the typical equal-time correlation matrix, and let subscripts index matrix rows and columns. Then,
That is, residue pairs (i,j) that are highly correlated (or anticorrelated)-absolute values close to 1-are considered the most similar while residue pairs (i,j) with little to no correlation-absolute values close to 0-are considered the least similar. Then, residues placed in the same clusters (e.g. all red residues in Fig. 3b ) will all be highly correlated (or anticorrelated) with one another. Admittedly, there is information loss. For example, two strongly anticorrelated residues will be treated the same as two strongly correlated residues. Our next two visualization methods also take into account the sign of C i,j . The second and third clustering and visualization methods are more abstract and somewhat less intuitive. In the second method (panel c in all figures), we use the matrix of correlation coefficients as the input data set for clustering. In this case, each row C i is treated as a sample to be clustered. That is, we form clusters based on similar correlation vectors-rows in the correlation matrix (panel a in all figures). In this case, the distance matrix for clustering is HDNSCAN's internally calculated" mutual reachability distance", 23, 24 which focuses on the formation of neighborhoods of points. For example, in Figure 3c , the residues colored orange had alpha carbon correlation vectors more similar to each other than any residues that were colored red. This clustering and visualization method indicates which residues have similar overall dynamics-intramolecular coupled motion-while not directly indicating information about pairwise correlation. In the third method (panel d in all figures), we use a measure of cosine similarity. Here we take the dot products of all correlation vectors C i and form a new similarity matrix D of the resulting values that we then use for clustering,
In this case, a high-valued D i,j indicates similar overall dynamics while a low value indicates dissimilar dynamic patterns. We normalize this matrix based on its largest value. This final metric is a scaled variant of cosine similarity. Such a measure of cosine similarity has wide usage across several fields, of which we cite a few examples. [31] [32] [33] [34] Although this method is the most abstract-and perhaps least intuitive-of the three, we have found it useful in identifying what we have termed "dynamic domains." These domains are (not necessarily local) sets of residues with similar dynamics, as indicated by their correlated motion vectors. For example, in Figure 3d , the gray, blue and red sets of residues each have their own distinct dynamics.
Example Systems
In this article, we provide six examples of each clustering and visualization method, discussing the understanding gained and the correspondence to other, well established analysis methods. Our first two examples are two biological configurations of the NF-jB Essential Modulator (NEMO) zinc finger domain-one with protonated binding site cysteines (CYS) and zinc absent, the other with deprotonated cysteines and a tetragonally coordinated zinc in the binding site (CYN-ZN). It is a 28-residue zinc-binding protein with a 3CYS1HIS active site and is a known ubiquitin binder. 35 NEMO is a diverse signaling protein that contributes to cellular regulation processes including apoptosis, oncogenesis, and inflammatory responses. [35] [36] [37] Note that since NEMO is the smallest (by number of residues) and simplest (by number of secondary structure elements) of our example systems, we were able to label each secondary structure element directly on the correlation matrices. For other example systems, we provide a separate figure labeling the known structural domains discussed herein.
Our next two examples are apo-Thrombin in solution with sodium and potassium ions respectively (see Fig. 1 for domain labeling) . In addition to its pro and anticoagulant properties, [38] [39] [40] [41] Thrombin induces tumor growth, metastasis, angiogenesis, 42 and even tumor invasion through interactions on cell surfaces. 43 Thrombin is also a central allosteric protease regulating the coagulation cascade. [44] [45] [46] [47] There is evidence that Thrombin's activities as a procoagulant and anticoagulant highly correlate to thrombin's conformational states. [38] [39] [40] [41] In presence of sodium, thrombin is thought to more likely adopts a procoagulant (i.e. "fast" form) conformational state, which is structurally distinct from the anticoagulant (i.e. "slow" form) one when no sodium is present. [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] Being a flexible protein, our correlation visualization results help illustrate the differences in motion of the two forms. Our final two examples are the MSH2/MSH6 (MutSa) dimer from the human mismatch repair pathway [38] [39] [40] [41] (For domain labeling see Fig. 2 ). In silico, we have exposed this complex to DNA damaged by carboplatin 57 (cis-diammine(cyclobutane-1,1-dicarboxylao)-platinum(II)) and separately cisplatin 58 (cis-diammminechloroplatinum(II))-two anticancer drugs that form platinum-DNA adducts. These systems are of particular interest given the chemotherapeutic nature of DNA treated with cisplatin. [59] [60] [61] [62] MSH2/MSH6 has been the subject of MDs studies using clustering analysis to identify rare-conformations involved in apoptotic pathways. Such work is toward identifying possible new lead compounds for drug discovery. [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] Our visualization method presented here is complementary to such structural studies in that it identifies the differences in motion of the protein when exposed to these two different drugs.
In these examples, we convey how these simplifications of massive correlation matrices-via clustering and visualization on protein structuresprovide intuition about the collective motion and Figure 1 . For reference, we label the Thrombin structural domains discussed herein. These are Exosite I, Exosite II, the 60-loop, the Na 1 loop, and the c loop. dynamics of proteins. Although we do not view these visualizations as replacements for correlation matrices or any other correlation-based analysis technique, we see these visualizations as complements to existing methods that provide additional information about what has previously and appropriately been termed" the dynamic personality of proteins." 70 
Examples
NEMO zinc finger
Cyn-zn. We begin our examples with the more structurally stable 71, 72 of our biological configurations of zinc (Fig. 3) . The NEMO structure in the CYN-ZN state has deprotonated CYS that tetragonally coordinate a zinc ion in the binging site. When using the absolute values of all entries in the alpha carbon correlation matrix ( Fig. 3a) as a similarity matrix ( Fig. 3b) , we see that the HDBSCAN clustering essentially divides NEMO into its secondary structure elements. Alpha helix residues are placed in one cluster while each leg of the beta sheet is likewise assigned to its own cluster. From this clustering, we would infer that a high degree of collective motion exists within but not between each secondary structure element. With the correlation matrix ( Fig. 3a) used as the raw input for HDBSCAN clustering (Fig. 3c) , we find that the alpha helix is split into three clusters. This clustering corresponds to previous work 71 showing a rare conformation of NEMO CYNZN in which the alpha helix destabilizes. Although this clustering would not by itself indicate destabilization of an alpha helix, it would indicate that potential follow up is needed, closely examining the dynamics of the alpha helix. Additionally, this clustering of the alpha helix residues places each of the zinc binding residues in distinct clusters. The red cluster contains a CYS residue that fails to coordinate with zinc, 71, 72 indicating the clustering has picked out the distinct motion of this portion of the alpha helix.
Using dot products of all correlation vectors as a similarity matrix for HDBSCAN clustering (Fig. 3d) , we see the alpha helix once again grouped by itself and the non-coordinating CYS (gray) separated by the clustering from the majority of the alpha helix. The two orange clusters here contain residues previously seen to exhibit strong anti-correlation in the presence of zinc-a motion that has been implicated as part of the zinc binding mechanism. 72 Cys. The less stable NEMO configuration 72 is zinc-unbound and has protonated binding site CYS residues. Using the correlation matrix (Fig. 4a) as a similarity matrix for clustering (Fig. 4b ) divides the alpha helix into two clusters and a section of noiselabeled residues, both of the clustered regions also contain nearby loop elements. Upon closer inspection, we found that portion of the helix in the red cluster is in fact part of a pi helix. Here we see this correlation visualization method suggesting closer inspection of a particular portion of structural element that was in fact significant. Additionally, the labeling of the majority of alpha-helix residues as noise is indicative of the destabilizing alpha helix seen in these simulations and previously discussed elsewhere. 72 When using the correlation matrix as raw clustering input, we once again see that both segments of the destabilized beta sheet are placed in their own cluster (blue and orange). From this clustering and visualization, we see that while the hydrogen bonds of the beta sheet (as indicated by their separation and visualization using VMD's STRIDE secondary structure prediction algorithm 73 ) may have destabilized, each leg of the beta sheet demonstrates distinct collective motion. The blue segment of the alpha helix also contains one of the zincbinding residues, indicating this clustering may be picking up on previously observed zinc-searching mechanisms. 71, 72 Calculating a new similarity matrix using dot products of all correlation vectors for HDBSCAN clustering (Fig. 4d) results in three clusters. The majority of the alpha helix is placed in a cluster along with one segment of the beta sheet (orange). The other segment of the beta sheet is placed in its own cluster (red). In both this clustering, and the others (Fig. 4b-d) , placement of each beta sheet in a separate cluster likely corresponds to the coupled, dynamic searching motion observed in these secondary structural elements, as NEMO attempts to find a zinc ion nearby, as seen previously. 72 This statement is similarly true for the zinc-binding CYS captured in the blue cluster as in panel (c). In this particular clustering, all other zinc-binding residues are captured in the orange cluster, indicating their similar collective motion. With this zinc-unbound case, we see that clustering with the correlation matrix as a similarity (panels b) matrix tends to over emphasize the correlation of various segments (compared with previous analysis 72, 74 while clustering with the correlation matrix as raw input (panels c) tends to under emphasize these correlations. Although both of these more naive methods provide some information, clustering using a new matrix of dot products of correlation vectors (panel d) indicates regions of interest that were either previously confirmed to be part of a zinc binding or searching mechanism 71, 72 or indicated a structural change worthy of further investigation (in the case of the pi helix formation for CYS). Thrombin Sodium-present. Our next example is apo-form Thrombin in the presence of sodium ions. With the residue-residue correlation matrix (Fig. 5a ) used as a similarity matrix for HDBSCAN clustering, two clusters form. The red cluster contains a portion of the protein's catalytic pocket (S1 subpocket) that is adjacent to the gamma loop-a regulatory functional site. The blue cluster contains more residues involved in the catalytic pocket. Such clustering results highlight two groups of residues, which are mostly involved in the catalytic pocket, are strongly coupled together in terms of collective motions. Using the residue-residue correlation matrix (Fig. 5a ) as a as raw input for for HDBSCAN clustering (Fig. 5c ) likewise yields two clusters. The smaller (red) cluster consists of the S1 subpocket residues and N-terminus of the heavy chain. The blue cluster has a large overlap with the blue cluster captured by the first approach (Fig. 5b) . Additionally, the blue cluster from the second approach contains most of the protein's secondary structure elements. Included in this group is another functional site-"exosite II", which has been experimentally shown an allosteric linckage with the catalytic pocket. 75 Creating a similarity matrix from dot products of correlation vectors (Fig. 5d ) yields a clustering that seems to simply place the vast majority of secondary structure elements in one cluster. The exosite I residues and some light chain termini residues stand apart as a second cluster due to their similar coupling pattern with other regions in the protein. Such similarity among these residues (highlighted in blue in Fig. 5d ) suggests a potential dynamic allosteric linkage between the light chain and known regulatory site exosite I, which have also been seen in the literature. 76 Potassium-present. Correlation clustering and visualization using a trajectory of the apo form of Thrombin in the presence of potassium ions using the correlation matrix (Fig. 6a) as a similarity matrix (Fig. 6b) indicates no groups of highly correlated residues. The clustering labeled all residues as noise, meaning it could not form meaningful groupings of residues based on the correlation matrix as a similarity matrix. This lackluster result indicates for this system in particular that from the perspective further suggest the ion conditions have an influence on the dynamics of thrombin. More generally, this result shows that while clustering with A as a similarity matrix is the most straightforward, intuitive method, it is not the most informative. Using the correlation matrix as raw input for HDBSCAN clustering (Fig. 6c) indicated two clusters. The red cluster mainly contains the 220s (also called sodium loop) and 180s loops and some S1 subpocket residues. Both of these loops are responsible for the binding of a sodium cation, which is thought to be a critical allosteric effector of thrombin. 77, 78 Like Figure 5c , the larger (blue) cluster captures most of the secondary structure elements and includes exosite II residues. The gamma loop was also labeled noise, indicating motions distinct from all other residue groups.
Although HDBSCAN clustering using a similarity matrix made up of all dot products of correlation vectors (Fig. 6d) yields mostly one cluster, this clustering does separate out the Gamma loop and Cterminus of the protein's light chain as one (blue cluster). Such grouping of these two distant sites indicates allosteric, long-range communication between the light chain and gamma loop, as seen by clustered correlation vectors. Here and in the case of Thrombin solvated with sodium chloride, we see that beta sheets tend to be grouped together in clusters. Although this result may seem somewhat dull it is also unsurprising given the recent evidence that correlated motion is an inherent property of beta sheets, suggesting there should be a baseline similarity among all such secondary structural elements. 30 That is, in the absence of clearly distinct motions, we might expect that beta sheets tend to have roughly similar motion. Similar to the NEMO zinc-finger systems, we see that clustering using the matrix of dot products of correlation vectors as a similarity matrix provides the most information. In particular, the different clusterings of the Gamma loop and Exosite I across the two systems using this method corresponds to a previously observed change in behavior of these segments in response to changing ligation conditions. 76 
Mutsa
Cisplatinated DNA. HDSCAN clustering using the correlation matrix (Fig. 7a) of MutSa bound to cisplatinated DNA as a similarity matrix (Fig. 7b) indicates communication (i.e. correlated motion) across multiple domains resulting from exposure to cisplatinated DNA. This clustering indicates collective motion (in the form of groups of highly correlated or highly anti-correlated) among residues in the ATP-ase domain and the lever domain (gray cluster); in the lever domain, connector domain and mismatch binding domain (blue cluster); and in the lever and clamp domains (red cluster).
Visualizing correlation clustering using the correlation matrix as raw input (Fig. 7c) indicates that the connector, ATP-ase, clamp and lever domains (blue cluster) have similar correlation vectors-that is, similar dynamics. Additionally, the mismatch binding domain and clamp domains have residues with similar dynamics (gray cluster). Multiple domains of MSH6 are included in one cluster (red) along with a few residues of MSH2. This cluster indicates that most residues in MSH6 behave similarly to one another but also indicates some longrange effects, exhibiting similar motion to a few residues in MSH2.
Using the similarity matrix composed of all possible dot products of correlation vectors (Fig. 7d) yields only two clusters. This method indicates that the mismatch binding domain behaves similarly to a large portion of residues in MSH2 (blue cluster). We also see more residues behaving similarly across the two monomers (red cluster and part of blue cluster).
Correlated motion between the connector and lever domains of this complex in response to cisplatinated DNA has been previously indicated experimentally 59 and seen in a previous computational study. 79 Some previous computational work has indicated that MutSa's response to cisplatinated DNA is localized to the ATP-ase domain, 65 as indicated by Carboplatinated DNA. Correlation clustering and visualization using the correlation matrix (Fig.  8a) as a similarity matrix (Fig. 8b) indicates relatively few highly correlated residues. HDBSCAN labeled most residues as noise. However, some residues from MSH6's lever domain and a few residues from the mismatch binding domain (blue) have highly correlated (or anti-correlated) motion. This collective motion may indicate a response to DNA binding, as a signal moves from the mismatch binding domain to the lever domain. The other cluster (red) contains residues in MSH2's clamp domain. Experimental work has shown that such residues in the clamp domain are mobilized by DNA binding, as MSH26 uses this domain to bend the bound DNA. 62 , 80 Clustering using the correlation matrix as raw input (Fig. 8c) indicates similar dynamics across multiple domains on both MSH2 and MSH6. The residues from the mismatch binding, lever and connector domain of MSH6 are placed in the same cluster (blue) as residues from the lever and ATP-ase domain of MSH2. In the other cluster (red), we see residues from the ATP-ase domain and the clamp domain. As the clamp domain is near damaged DNA, this similarity of dynamics between the clamp and ATP-ase domain may indicate signaling leading to response by the ATP domain, which has been experimentally demonstrated 59, [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] and discussed at some length in previous computational work. 10, 61, [63] [64] [65] [66] 79 In this example, clustering on a similarity matrix composed of dot products of all correlation vectors (Fig. 8d ) yields a similar result as clustering on the correlation matrix as raw input (Fig.8c) . Both of these clustering outputs (Fig. 8c,d 
Conclusions
We have proposed a method for greatly simplifying the vast amount of information contained in correlation matrices. By coloring residues on a protein structure based on their collective motion, we produce intuitive, visual representations of complex data. A quick glance at such figures quickly conveys which residues are behaving most similarly in terms of their correlated motion (panel b in all figures) or general dynamics (panels c and d in all figures). This mode of data visualization is easier to interpret than a correlation matrix with tens of thousands of entries. Here we have presented this method with equal time correlation matrices; however, it could easily be applied to time-lagged correlation methods by using their resulting correlation matrices in the same manner. In each of our examples above, we presented potential explanations for why some residues are grouped together. These explanations are not fully supported simply by the visualizations, but they are intended to show how this visualization method is useful for selecting sets of residues for further investigation. This data simplification and visualization technique proposed here is not intended to replace any extent analysis method. Rather, it complements them through simply, intuitive visualization of collective motion.
All of the systems analyzed here are from active, ongoing research projects of the authors. In our own work, we have often found clustering using D (dot products of correlation vectors) as the similarity matrix. This method picked up on residue groups involved in known mechanisms such as NEMO's binding site residues (Fig. 3d) search for nearby Zinc ions (Fig. 4d) , allostery in Thrombin (Fig. 6d) , communication across monomers in MutSa (Figs. 7d  and 8d ). We think of this method as indicating potentially interesting dynamic domains-that may have otherwise been missed due to the large number of entries in the correlation matrix or the nonlocality of the atoms involved-worthy of follow up with other analysis methods.
However, the other two visualization methods are useful for answering more specific questions. Using A (absolute value of the equal-time correlation) as a similarity matrix provides a quick, simple way to visualize communities of highly correlated residues. This method is primarily a simplification of the typical equal-time, aka Pearson, correlation matrix. Using C as the similarity matrix finds groups of residues with similar correlation vectors (positions in the column space of the equal-time Correlation matrix). This method is useful for determining (in a preliminary sense) which atoms or residues have similar dynamics.
For those wishing to use this visualization technique, our python scripts will be available online for free via figshare at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.5140234.v1.
Materials and Methods
Correlation and clustering
For each system, we calculated a equal-time correlation matrix using only alpha carbon atoms. To group residues into dynamically similar groups, we used HDBSCAN 23, 24 clustering, which we previously showed to be particularly effective with MDs trajectories. 25 HDBSCAN a density-based, hierarchical method. However, it differs from other hierarchical techniques by not cutting the final dendrogram at one point. Instead, this clustering technique selects clusters from multiple levels of the tree. In this article, we discuss three distinct ways of inputting the correlation matrix into the nonparametric clustering method HDBSCAN. (For a discussion of non-parametric clustering see 89 and the citations therein.) In the most straightforward method, we use the absolute values of the correlation matrix (normalized to the largest absolute value) as input (panel b in all figures). We also used the correlation matrix simply as the input to HDBSCAN (panel c in all figures). In this method, HDBSCAN interprets the correlation matrix as a set of features (columns) across multiple observations (rows). HDBSCAN then groups these observations based on the overall similarity of their features. For the purpose of forming these groups, HDBSCAN calculates a distance matrix based on mutual reachability distance-a proximity measure that focuses on establishing neighborhoods. 23, 24 Our third-most abstract-input method is an appeal to the law of cosines for establishing a similarity matrix. In this case, we take the dot products of all correlation vectors (rows in the correlation matrix) with one another. This results in a matrix that is the same dimensions as the original correlation matrix. Each entry in this new matrix indicates the overall similarity between the two correlation vectors used to produce it. We then standardize the values in this matrix by normalizing them to entry with the largest magnitude. All three of these processes are included in the python scripts which will be available for free online via figshare at https://doi.org/ 10.6084/m9.figshare.5140234.v1. The only parameter for HDBSCAN that a user need set is minimum cluster membership. The algorithm's authors suggest a value of 1 in the case that there is no prior knowledge which might suggest a minimum membership. 23, 24 For a discussion of the effects of HDBSCAN's minimum membership parameter, see Campello et al., 2015, 24 and for a broader discussion of the application of HDBSCAN to biopolymer data, see Melvin et al., 2016 . 25 For the particular visualization technique proposed here, we would not consider 1 residues-a singleton clusterto be a significant dynamic group. Therefore, the smallest minimum membership used here was 2. We were artificially limited by the number of useraccessible color codes in our rendering software of choice. Therefore, to ensure that each cluster was assigned a unique color we set our minimum membership at 3% of the number of residues in the system or 2, whichever was larger. However, this method can be adapted to any rendering softwarepotentially without any constraints on the number of user accessible colors-by modifying the code which will be available for free online via figshare at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.5140234.v1.
Image rendering
Images were rendered using VMD 90 and tachyon. 91 Each cluster was assigned a unique non-negative integer, corresponding to a unique color in VMD. These residues were then rendered as opaque with the assigned color. Residues labeled noise by HDBSCAN were rendered as translucent gray. For those wishing to replicate our clustering and visualization method, we have made python scripts which will be available for free online via figshare at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.5140234.v1.
Example data generation
Data from each of the systems presented here were provided by one of more of this work's authors. We made no attempt to standardize the timescales or simulation methods of these systems, as we wanted to demonstrate applicability to actual ongoing research projects. Some of these data sets have been used in previous publications, which are cited in the sections below. We begin this section with general computational methods applying to all systems and then discuss the differentiating details.
General computational methods. All simulations were run under the isothermal-isobaric ensemble (NPT) in ACEMD. 92 Damping via a Langevin thermostat 93 maintained target temperature of 300 K via a damping coefficient of 0.1. A Berendsen pressure piston 94 held all systems at roughly 1.01325 Bar using a relaxation time of 400fs. Hydrogen mass repartitioning allowed for 4fs time steps in our production runs. We applied a 9Å cutoff and 7.5Å switching distance for VdW and electrostatic forces, calculating long-range electrostatics with a smooth particle mesh Ewald summation method. 95, 96 These simulations were run on Titan GPUs in Metrocubo workstations produced by Acellera. All systems were solvated in explicit TIP3P water, 97 using VMD's 90 "Add Solvation Box" feature. The CHARMM27 forcefield parameters used here are based on interaction energies of small model systems calculated by quantum mechanics computations and direct experiment.
97-100
Nemo Zinc Finger. Initial coordinates are based on an experimental crystal structure, accessed from the RCSB data bank-PDB ID 2JVX. 35 Before production runs, each fully solvated system underwent conjugate gradient minimization for 5000 time steps. Subsequent equilibration lasted approximately 18 ns, as measured by the RMSD. Prior to analysis, this equilibration period was removed from each of each of eight 1 ls trajectories used here. All NEMO systems were solvated in 150 mM NaCl using the "Add Ions" extension in VMD.
Thrombin. Initial coordinates are based on an experimental crystal structure from the RCSB data bank-PBD ID 4DII. 101 Missing residues (18 out of 295) were added via Modeller 102 -the structural template-based atom fill-in tool in VMD. Hydrogen atoms were added by VMD's "psfgen" tool using standard parameters. The system was solvated within 125 mM NaCl. systems underwent 1000 steps of conjugate gradient minimization. The final trajectory analyzed here is a concatenation of five simulations, each of 1 ls.
MutSa. Initial coordinates are based on an experimental crystal structure from the RCSB data bank-PDB ID 208E. 69 For cisplatinated and carboplatinated DNA, we used additional, pre-existing, cisplatin and carboplatin parameters. 66, [103] [104] [105] We fitted cross-linked structures of modified DNA strands into the mismatched binding pocket-as seen in RCSB PDB ID 208E. 69 All systems were solvated in 150 mM NaCl using the "Add Ions" plugin in VMD. Each trajectory analyzed here was concatenated from two 250 ns all-atom MD production runs. Before production runs, each systems underwent 1000 steps of conjugate gradient minimization and 250 ps of thermal equilibration.
